MEASURE
YOUR DRIVE
Cloud based vehicle logging

OD OSOLUTIONS.COM

MARKET LEADER

BIG DATA

ODOS is internationally recognised as a quality
standard in advanced Cloud based vehicle logging
solutions. With the ability to easily transfer real-time
data from the vehicle CAN´s, external sensors, GPS
tracking, fault codes and remote configurations,
ODOS systems are the choice of test departments at
almost every vehicle manufacturer worldwide.

Big data is a term that describes the large volume
of data – both structured and unstructured – that
inundates a business on a day-to-day basis. But it’s not
the amount of data that’s important for our customers.
It’s what engineers do with the data that matters. Big
data can be analysed for insights that lead to better
decisions and strategic business moves. With the move
to E-cars this is very important.

Our solution supports the
automotive industry including
heavy vehicles.

ODOS instantly supply you with a highly scalable and secure Big Data
applications for your connected vehicles. No hardware to procure, no
infrastructure to maintain. All is handled by ODOS.
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SERVING CUSTOMERS ACROSS
ALL INDUSTRIES
We help businesses of all sizes to Cloud their vehicles and assets. The solution
increases the data access and productivity through automatic post analysis,
improved vehicle utilization etc.

LESS INSTRUMENTATION
We have automated the evaluation of vehicle systems, allowing engineers to
focus on development and problem solving instead of instrumentation.
ODOS has created a new approach that solves some existing challenges and
creates new opportunities in the industry.
With the “plug & measure” design everyone can capture reliable data.
The loggers are smaller and more cost efficient than any other existing solution.

Our connected solution enables OEMs to follow their test vehicles. By fitting our technology you
get easy and complete access to the most reliable vehicle data. And it’s Cloud based! No cables, no
configuration files, everything is easily operated over the air.
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INSTANT
DIAGNOSTICS

MUCH MORE
MUCH SMALLER

Our solution enables companies to access instant deep
diagnostics capturing signals in the vehicle rather
than relying on diagnostic tools offline. We can stream
hundreds of signals from each vehicle over the air
during the drive.

It´s footprint is smaller than a credit card. It performs
UDS measurement, CAN recording, OBD2, J1939,
Traffic, FMS, GPS and much more...

Through our easy-to-use web portal you get access to
Diagnostic trouble codes (DTC’s) from any vehicle via
a powerful DTC Auditor. You can reach the complete
ECU network and readout DTC’s from any ECU.

Our solutions deliver immediate
results for your business.

Our calibration and test facilities ensure highest quality in hardware. From
EMC emissions to climate chambers the test procedures makes sure the
hardware handle the tough conditions in vehicle.
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CONNECT
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DURABILITY TESTING

E VEHICLE

Environmental and durability testing can help you in engineering design
and deliver correct specifications to your suppliers. This minimizes risk for
warranty, insurance and damage claims. Testing at the early stages of product
development also helps to ensure quality at release. Product faults that may
occur only under very special driving conditions are now easier to detect.

ODOS dashboard software is specifically designed for remote access to the
Dongles and is now used in several projects in E-vehicle testing. The vehicles
could easily be equipped in large scale and deliver data in different formats
including comprehensive reports directly to the responsible engineer. Apart
from detecting faults in these projects it is vastly important to collect driving
profile and vehicle usage information for E-vehicles because of the lack of long
term historical data.

ODOS ability to monitor and record the data on a larger scale, from different
driving profiles around the world and with remote access enables you to quickly
identify the cause of the faults and to address them faster. This will lead to
ensure quality and get your vehicles to market in a shorter time.

ODOS provide data driven solutions for systems engineering, validation,
warranty reduction and certification.
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”

TO CONNECT A FEW CARS IS NOT DIFFICULT.
TO CONNECT THOUSANDS WITH A FULL
DIAGNOSTIC IMPLEMENTATION, INSTANT
STREAMING DATA FROM ALL PARTS OF THE
WORLD IS DIFFERENT, BUT WE LIKE THAT, TO
BE DIFFERENT.

ONLINE
It’s a milestone. All data are there for immediate access through the dashboard,
for download and post analysis in different file formats. Simultaneously a MFT
service can provide the data to your back end. All configurations are setup
remote and you receive new data minutes later.
Customers are using the system to follow their vehicles when they are running
on different test tracks all around the world.

ODOS is a technology company. R&D is in our DNA. R&D is
the bedrock of our growth. We work directly with research and
development companies all over the world.

ODOS provide data driven solutions for systems en¬gineering,
validation, warranty reduction and certification.

ODOS dashboard is a modern designed application that
runs in any browser and in smartphones.
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TECHNICAL FACTS

SPECIFICATIONS

1

2

3

Supports all common standards
for CAN bus description files to
capture data from any vehicle.

Supports COFA, config over the
air. Fast and quick to adapt the
new settings in the device from
anywhere in the world.

Powerful server solution with data
analytics online and offline.

General

Modem
CAN
Battery
GPS
Built in Bluetooth
WIFI
Processor
RAM memory
Flash memory
3D Accelerometer

Plugins

Dimensions

OBD2
CAN monitor
UDS ISO 14229
CAN Traffic
K-line
J1939

2G,3G,4G depends on version
CANbus 2.0 dual as option
450mAh
Sirf Atlas V (assisted GPS enabled)
Sensitivity : -161dBm, 64 channels
2.1 & 4.0 LE*
WIFI client and hotspot*
ARM11 664MHz
128 Mbytes
256 Mbytes
Full scale output range: ±2g; ±4g; ±8g; ±16g
12 bits - low temperature drift – good linearity
Complete channel list for Mode 0x1. Support Mode 0x1,0x3,0x6,0x9
Support import of CAN data base files. With or without syntax check.
Diagnostics supporting service 19,22,14. Description files GDX,ODX.
Possibility to store complete CAN bus with pre and post trigger buffer.
Request data from older generation vehicles.
Support import of J1939 CANdb files

Operating Temperature -30°C .. +65°C
Current Consumption Sleep 2mA/Hibernate=700μA
During sleep Internal battery is used. Device runs 8 days on battery in idle mode.
Supply Voltage 8...24 V
Dimensions (mm) 27 x 48 x 49.5 without connector / 60.5 x 26.5 x 49.5 with connector

Gain the data you need to confirm the
performance of your vehicles under actual
operating conditions.

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

Extreme flexibility. A solution with all functions
in one device.

Latest software technology from the web. Modern user
interface and user friendly. All is done over the air.

4G Modem

Realtime Display

GPS Sirf V Chip

Plugin Concept

Dual CAN

DTC Auditor

Accelerometer

Configurator

UDS ISO 14229

Alerts and trigger module

CANdb

Data Export Module

CAN Traffic

Signal and GPS Analysis

J1939

Admin and User Accounts

OBD2

Reports

K-line
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

FILE FORMATS
.MAT

.CSV

.MDF3

PLUGINS
.MDF4

CLOUD CONNECT BY ODOS

.PDF
OBD2

CANdb

UDS

J1939

CANtrace

Supports the most common file formats for your backend
analysis. We can set up MFT services and push the data
directly to your environment.

ODOS CLOUD

99,9 % uptime
Fast and secure
Scalable

DASHBOARD FEATURES
ANALYSIS

DTC AUDITOR

REALTIME VIEW

SECURITY
Cloud security at ODOS is the highest priority. As an
ODOS customer, you will benefit from a data centre and
network architecture built to meet the requirements of
the most security-sensitive organizations.

MOBILE PHONE SUPPORT

IPHONE

ANDROID
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”

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING.

”

ALEXANDER MUELLER · Durability

JOHAN ANDERSSON · Electrical Testing

Dear Valued Clients and Future Customers.

”We use the system for mileage accumulation and we
are really happy with the easy and quick access to our
vehicles and the automatic report from the daily trips”

”During the built process we install one logger in each
prototype, we can now easily follow the status of the
vehicle, DTC´s and other interesting data. The marker
feature is brilliant to make notes during the drive with
the smartphone!”

After 15 years in the R&D I joined ODOS in 2016 to
focus on the future with Cloud based testing. Today
ODOS has grown to proudly serve over 50 companies
with their measurement needs. None of this would
have happened if it were not for our commitment to
delivering the best products and service to every client
– every day.

STEVE SMITH · Powertrain Calibration

LET US CONNECT YOU.

”With prototypes all around the world we needed a
system to follow our vehicles realtime it´s perfect
especially as we now can compare data from different
test conditions in realtime”

To this day, ODOS is still committed to the same
standard of excellence in everything we do; from
offering the best Cloud based technology and hardware
on the market, to the everyday personalized service

and support that our customers have come to expect
from our dedicated support team. We strive to stay
ahead of changes and innovation in technology in our
market to ensure that our clients have what they need
to stay current with constant changes in the vehicle
testing where our main customers are today.
Don’t hesitate to call or email
directly. I will do all I can to
make it happen.
Sincerely,
Joachim Englund
CTO

ODOSOLUTIONS AB
Nohabgatan 18A, Building 73
SE-461 53 Trollhättan
SWEDEN
Phone: +46 70 36 12209
Email: info@odosolutions.com
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